[Metal artifact reduction for dental implants in kilovoltage computed tomography using megavoltage cone-beam computer tomography].
This paper proposes a novel metal artifact reduction (MAR) algorithm for dental implants in kilovoltage computed tomography (kVCT) using megavoltage cone-beam computer tomography (MVCBCT). Firstly, two CT images were derived by scanning patient with dental implants using kVCT and MVCBCT. Metal image was derived by thresholding segmentation in kVCT. MVCBCT and kVCT images were fused to generate prior image which was forward projected to get surrogate sinogram of metal trace. The corrected image was generated by filtered backprojection (FBP) reconstruction in corrected sinogram. The results of proposed algorithm were compared with other frequently-used metal artifact reduction algorithm, such as normalized MAR (NMAR), normalized MAR using MVCBCT prior images (NMAR-MV), and linear interpolation MAR (LIMAR). The normalized root mean square deviation (NRMSD) and mean absolute deviation (MAD) were computed. The experiment showed that the proposed method removed serious metal artifacts without introducing new artifacts. The values of NRMSD and MAD for proposed method were the minimum in all methods. The values of NRMSD for NMAR, NMAR-MV, LIMAR and the proposed method were 21.0%, 22.1%, 41.9% and 17.0% respectively. And MAD values of them were 232, 235, 553, 205 HU, respectively. In conclusion, the proposed metal artifact reduction algorithm can successfully suppress metal artifacts for dental implants, and greatly improve the quality of CT image.